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Alghoza  is a pair of  woodwind 

instruments adopted by Punjabi, Sindhi, Kutchi, 

Rajasthani and Baloch folk musicians. It is also 

called Mattiyan ,Jōrhi, Pāwā Jōrhī, Do Nālī, Donāl, 

Girāw, Satārā or Nagōze.



) is a traditional musical ਬੁਘਚੂ:Punjabi(Bugchu
It is used in .Punjab regioninstrument native to the

various cultural activities like folk music and folk dances 

etc. It is a simple but Malwai Giddha,bhangrasuch as

unique instrument made of  wood. Its shape is much 

an Indian musical instrument. ,damrusimilar to
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This instrument  ਚਚਮਟਾ:Punjabi(Chimta
is often used in popular Punjabi folk 

religious Sikhmusic and theBhangrasongs,

.Gurbani Kirtanmusic known as
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; It is a relatively young ਚਿਲਰੱਬਾ: Punjabi(Dilruba
instrument, being only about 300 years old. The Dilruba 

, North India) is found inrobber of the heart(translated as

Gurmat, where it is used inPunjabprimarily

. West Bengaland inmusic lHindustani classicaandSangeet
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), also spelled ਢੱਡ:Punjabi(Dhadd
shaped traditional -hourglassis anDhadhorDhadas

that is mainly Punjabmusical instrument native to

singers. It is also used by other folk Dhadiused by the

singers of the region
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can refer to any one   ,ਢੋਲ:Punjabi ,ढोल:Hindi(Dhol
widely drumheaded-of  a number of  similar types of  double

Indian used, with regional variations, throughout the

. Its range of  distribution subcontinent

primarily includes PakistanandBangladesh,Indiain

northern areas such as 

Assam Valley,Sindh,Kashmir,Delhi,Haryana,Punjabthe
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, pronounced: gāger), a ਗਾਗਰ:Punjabi(Gagar
metal pitcher used to store water in earlier days, is also 

folk Punjabiused as a musical instrument in number of

songs and dances. It is played with both hands with 

rings worn in fingers. It is closely associated with the 

, which is an earthen Gharhaother musical instrument,

pitcher.
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, is Ghara), also spelled asਘੜਾ:Punjabi(Gharha
a musical instrument used in the folk music, folk 

Punjab regionsongs, and folk dances of  the
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Ektara ’ ਇਕ ਤਾਰਾ; literally "one-string", also 

called iktar, ektar, yaktaro, gopichand, gopichant, gopijiantr

a, tun tuna) is a one-string instrument most often used 

.Pakistan, andIndia,Egypt,Bangladeshfromtraditional musicin

of  wandering string instrumentwas a regularektaraIn origin the

bards and minstrels from India and is plucked with one finger.
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, KattoorKaato), also spelled asਕਾਟੋ:Punjabi(Kato
is one of  the traditional musical instruments 

It is used in various cultural activities .Punjabof

.Malwai Giddha,Bhangraspecially in folk dances like

Punjabiinliterally means squirrel Kato
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Khartal is an ancient instrument mainly used in 

devotional / folk songs. It has derived its name from 

Hindi words ‘kara’ means hand and ‘tala’ means clapping. 

This wooden clapper is a Ghana Vadya which has discs or 

plates that produce a clinking sound when clapped 

together. 



also known , ਸੱਪ:Punjabi(Sapp
also spelled , ))ਚ ੱਕਾ:Punjabi(Chhikkaas

as Sap or Supp is a musical instrument native to Punjab. It 
[.Malwai GiddhaandBhangrais used with the folk dances
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string necked-, shortbowedasārangī
which is used Nepalas well asIndiafrominstrument

. It is the most popular musical Hindustani classical musicin

instrument in the Western part of  Nepal, and is said to most 

resemble the sound of  the human voice – able to imitate vocal 

(sliding meends(shakes) andgamaksornaments such as

movements).
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, ਤੂੂੰ ਬੀ:Punjabi(toombiorTumbi
pronunciation: tūmbī) is a traditional North Indian 

. The high Punjabmusical instrument from

plucking instrument is stringpitched, single

of  Punjab.folk musicassociated with
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